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Consumers' Council
State Office Building, Government Center,

100 Cambridge Street, Boston 02202, October 27, 1966.

Gentlemen:—In accordance with the provisions of the General
Laws, chapter 30, sections 33 and 33A, as amended, I have the
honor to submit that portion of the annual report of the Con-
sumers’ Council which contains recommendations for legislative
action, together with drafts of bills embodying the legislation
recommended. Copies of these drafts have been submitted to the
Counsel to the House of Representatives as required by law.

Respectfully submitted,

CONSUMERS’ COUNCIL.
Edward R. Willett,

Chairman.
Muriel R. Klein
Adelaide B. Ball,
Eunice P. Howe.
Robert J. McEwen, S. J.
Frank K. Hirons.
Francis R. Fulginiti
John P. Clair.
Dermot P. Shea,

Executive Secretary.
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.
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The purpose of this act is to accomplish a major government
reform and reorganization in this field of small loans. This pro-
posed statute in addition to restoring the rate setting power to the
General Court would increase from $3,000 to $lO,OOO the area
supervised, thus eliminating the immediate need for a usury law.
This bill would reestablish in Massachusetts the principle which is
now in effect in every other jurisdiction in the United States and in
Canada, to wit: that the legislative arm establish rate ceilings. It
gives the Commissioner of Banks the power to reduce the rates
after the appropriate proceedings thus making the rate flexible
according to the needs of the citizens of the Commonwealth.

2. Resolve Providing for an Investigation and Study
by an Unpaid Special Commission Relative to the

Cost of Electric Power, and the Availability of
Electric Energy and the Manner Best Suited to

Make Such Energy Available to the Consumers of
The Commonwealth.

The General Court under Chapter 54 Resolves of 1966
broadened the scope of a special commission previously established
in December 1965 “to make an investigation and study relative to
the causes of the massive electrical power failure of November
the ninth, nineteen hundred and sixty-five and the generation,
distribution and cost of electrical energy in the Commonwealth,
and related matters”. This commission has held three meetings so
far and has not been able to study and investigate thoroughly the
power needs of the Commonwealth because of a lack of funds.

With the availability of low-cost power from Canada and the
establishment of the Federal project at the Lincoln-Dickey School
site in Maine, the Commonwealth should determine its policy
toward these sources of power and their availability as a means of
reducing the high cost of electric power in Massachusetts.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. An Act Abolishing the Small Loans Regulatory; Board
and Establishing the Maximum Charges on Loans of
Ten Thousand Dollars or Less.
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The proposed merger of several electric companies in Massachu-
setts with those in other states poses new problems for regulation
of utilities not entirely within the borders of the Commonwealth.

We recommend, therefore, the expansion and the continuation of
the power study commission and recommend that adequate funds
be advanced to it so that it may properly conduct its studies and
investigations.

3. An Act Abolishing the Requirement for Filing of

Schedules of Minimum Consumer Prices and/or Es-
tablishing Minimum Consumer Resale Prices by Re-
tail Establishments Dealing in the Sale of Off
Premise Consumption of any Alcoholic Beverage.

The current statute of the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commis-
sion requires it to enforce a minimum price for the resale of
alcoholic beverages sold in licensed retail establishments. This
makes the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission a price fixing
agency in its field and has also placed a heavy enforcement burden
on this agency. The State of New York repealed a similar section
in its ABC Statute for these very reasons. The Consumers’ Council
feels that the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission should not
be a price enforcement agency for the distillers and liquor whole-
salers.

There are now in this Commonwealth some 200 retail establish-
ments which are selling prepacked meat, poultry and fish items
which are not provided with a suitable weighing device for check-
weighing and pricing the items which are, in fact, prepacked
elsewhere. Unquestionably, in many instances, these packages are
deficient of the purported weight and consequently overpriced by
reason of shrinkage or poor packaging process.

There is a growing tendency towards centralized packaging of
fresh meats, poultry and fish, and there will be a growing practice
of dispensing these items at outlets not provided with weighing
devices.

It is the opinion of the Consumers’ Council that not only is it
essential that the scale be provided for frequent weight and price

4. An Act Requiring that a Computing Scale be Maintained
at all Retail Outlets Engaged in the Business op

Selling Meat, Poultry or Edible Fish at Retail.
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checking by the dealer but for checking in the presence of the
prospective purchaser when so requested.

A common complaint by consumers shopping in retail food
stores is that the pre-packaged fresh meat sold to them is contained
in a cardboard tray, which conceals the bottom portion of the meat
that may be less attractive to the consumer. Sometimes this has
been used to deliberately hide the fact that the less palpable cut
has been placed on the bottom. It also might conceal the fact that
the meat is a wedge cut piece. Today there is available a
transparent tray that will not only give the consumer ease of
handling, but will allow him to examine all sides of the meat prior
to purchase.

>

Massachusetts, with its severe winter weather, is one of the
largest users of anti-freeze for the protection of automobile motors
and radiators from damage by freezing. There is no provision in
the law establishing minimum standards of quality and because of
lack of such standards, unquestionably many inferior products
have at times found their way to the Massachusetts market
resulting in costly damage to motor vehicles; whereas, most of the
responsible manufacturers of permanent anti-freeze provide for
protection of minus 32° F with a 50-50 mixture of the product with
water, some provide for protection only slightly below zero and
some provide protection to a point considerably above zero.

Only recently anti-freeze which was picked up and removed from
the market because of short measure was found, also, to afford a
protection on a 50-50 mixture of only minus B°F.

In the past, some anti-freeze had been sold which contained salts
which were damaging to motors.

It is the consensus of the Consumers’ Council that while the
Commonwealth provides a standard of quality for gasoline, lubri-
cating motor oil and brake fluid, a provision for standard of quality
for anti-freeze is long overdue.

5. An Act Providing that Meat Sold at Retail in Packages
shall be Contained in Transparent Casings or Covers.

6. An Act Authorizing the Division on the Necessaries of
Life to Establish Minimum Standards for Anti-freeze
Products.
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The consumer is regularly besieged by a volume of unrequested,
unsolicited merchandise of various kinds. This imposes a burden
on the recipient to either, (1) purchase the item(s), (2) return
same at some inconvenience and/or expense, (3) store the mer-
chandise for future pickup. Since the goods were not requested in
the first instance which has become a widespread practice by mail
order companies the failure to return the goods usually results in
the recipient being billed and dunned for payment and sometimes
an unfavorable report to a Credit Bureau which might impair the
recipients’ credit.

This law would strengthen the existing common law on contracts
by putting mail order companies “on notice” that recovery of the
merchandise or payment therefor will shift the problem to the
firms sending the merchandise by providing a complete statutory
defense.

Many of the consumer complaints concern the purchase of a
motor vehicle that cannot pass state inspection standards. This has
particularly worked a hardship on those buyers of used cars who
need reliable transportation to and from work.

This law would require the seller to obtain an inspection sticker
within 30 days prior to sale or state the reasons in writing why
motor vehicle cannot pass inspection. Violation of law would give
buyer the option to make sale voidable within 7 days from date of
transaction.
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7. An Act Regulating the Sending of Unsolicited Goods,
Wares or Merchandise Intended for Sale.

8. An Act Relative to the Selling op Motor Vehicles
That Cannot Pass State Inspection Standards.








